Dear Friends,

I'm going on a medical mission trip to Guatemala with Faith In Practice in [INSERT TRIP MONTH]. I will serve with the [INSERT TEAM # and NAME] team, and we will provide urgently needed care to patients in [INSERT TRIP LOCATION], Guatemala.

As a volunteer, I pay for my travel fees and stay in Guatemala. However, my team will rely on donations to fund expenses like medicines, supplies, patient care and transportation to make this mission possible. These donations make it possible for Faith In Practice volunteer teams to provide the best possible care to our patients from diagnosis to recovery. {If you've volunteered in the past, consider sharing a patient story and your experience on that trip to illustrate the impact of your work.}

If you would like to join me in this mission by making a donation, I would greatly appreciate your support. Every dollar makes a difference in the lives of these patients. You can give by any of the following methods:
- Visit my online fundraising page [LINK TO YOUR FUNDRAISING PAGE].
- Send a check to Faith In Practice at 7500 Beechnut Street, Suite 208, Houston, TX 77074. Please be sure to include my name and trip number [TRIP NUMBER] at the bottom of the check so the gift will be credited to my fundraising page.
- Call Faith In Practice at 713-484-5591 to make a donation over the phone.

Dear Family/Friends,

I am back from my life-changing mission trip to [INSERT LOCATION] and I wanted to take a moment to express my heartfelt gratitude to each one of you who helped make it possible through prayers or donations. During the course of my trip, we treated [# OF PATIENTS,# OF SURGERIES] and received countless hugs and smiles of hope in return. [INSERT PATIENT STORY, PICTURES]

I couldn't wait to share stories and pictures from my trip to show the impact of your support. Serving with Faith In Practice has changed my life and the lives of so many patients and it wouldn't have been possible without you.
FACEBOOK or INSTAGRAM

I will be traveling to [INSERT TRIP LOCATION] in [TRIP MONTH] to bring [MEDICAL/SURGICAL] care to patients in need. I’ve paid my costs associated with the trip but I need your help to complete the mission. The donations we receive will go directly towards funding the medicines, supplies, patient care and transportation. By donating to Share The Mission, you have an opportunity to be a miracle in the life of a child who has never been able to walk due to a deformity or provide life-saving cancer screening to a mother who has never seen a physician. Please join me in supporting Share The Mission and giving much needed healthcare to the underserved of Guatemala. [INSERT LINK TO PERSONAL PAGE].
#LifeChangingMedicalMission #Guatemala